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A timeless symbol of dedication and achievement, Barbara McClintock’s story is encouraging to any type of researcher. Her career is filled with her many successes, awards, and honors. However, her struggle to gain recognition and self-trust provides confidence to young biology students in particular. Often faced with difficulty due to her personality and possibly gender, McClintock never allowed her thirst for knowledge to be quenched.

Over her long career, McClintock contributed a great deal to scientific knowledge. Her professional achievements are numerous. In 1927, she received a PhD in botany from the College of Agriculture at Cornell University (Keller 2). She was elected as Vice President of the Genetics Society of America in 1939, and in 1944, became a member of the National Academy of Sciences. McClintock was elected as President of the Genetics Society one year later (Keller 4). In 1971, she was awarded the National Medal of Science. She received the first MacArthur Laureate Award in 1981, as well as the Lasker Award for Basic Medical Research and a prize from the Wolf Foundation (Keller 13). Her greatest achievement occurred in 1983, when she became the first female scientist to win a solo Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. She was awarded this prize for her discovery of genetic transposition.

Transposition, which is regarded by many as her most important contribution, was the most difficult achievement for her (Keller 4). Early on in her career, McClintock made several important scientific findings. In the 1920s, she discovered a way to identify maize chromosomes and distinguish distinctive parts of the set of chromosomes of each cell. In 1930, McClintock and Harriet Creighton worked together to prove the established theory of chromosomal crossover. Using two cytological markers on the same chromosome, McClintock and Creighton accomplished this task and confirmed chromosomal crossover during meiosis (Keller 40). McClintock also summarized how chromosomes change during reproduction in her “Chromosome Organization and Genic Expression” speech in 1951 (Keller 82).

Transposition is McClintock’s most significant discovery because it plays a particularly important role in cell and molecular biology. The finding also answered several questions which had previously been unanswerable. Furthermore, her work in discovering transposition overruled a concept which had been generally accepted by biologists. McClintock worked for two years before realizing that the mutations she was observing were a type of controlled breakage in the maize’s chromosome (Keller 125). McClintock was first clued in by observations that plants expressing genetic instability contained “regularly occurring and highly specific breaks in the chromosome” (Keller 127). This observation led McClintock to discover the first part of a two part transposition process. The regular pattern demonstrated a systematic removal of a part of the chromosome. After many crosses of maize offspring, McClintock was able to isolate the factor responsible for the dissociation observed (129). The Ds locus, she discovered, will only undergo dissociation mutations when the dominant factor, designated as Ac, is present (Keller 130). She further found that “the higher the Ac dosage, the later the occurrence of Ds” (Keller 132). All these clues led McClintock to the conclusion that as one sister chromatid gained a unit of Ac, the other sister chromatid lost a unit of Ac. Continuing research on Ac and Ds showed that both units “could sometimes be found in position[s] different from those originally identified” (Keller 133). When McClintock publicly announced transposition for the first time, the scientific community did not acknowledge the importance of her discovery because “transposition was absolutely nonsensical to biologists then” (Keller 136). For the first time, however, an explanation had been given to the insertions and deletions McClintock had noticed for quite some time.

McClintock performed a great deal of her work alone since she had no colleagues with whom she could collaborate. Although she corresponded daily with Witkin, and spoke on a regular basis with Rhoades and Stephens, “for the most part [communication was] one way” (Keller 145). The benefits of this kind of collaboration was demonstrated clearly in The Double Helix: A Personal Account of the Discovery of the Structure of DNA by James Watson. A central theme of Watson’s account of the race to discover the structure of DNA is the power of competition and collaboration. McClintock lacked both of these, but she did not let it hinder her success. For these reasons, it is not surprising that McClintock was awarded the Nobel Prize in...
PiggyBac transposon has not been investigated extensively. It has been successful in the mouse germline. However, the transposon has been useful in delivering large transposable elements into the host cell during research. The transposon is used to integrate transgenes into the genome. In another study by Wilson et al., a specific transposon called PEGI has been utilized to reprogram somatic cells to pluripotent stem cells. These induced pluripotent stem cells maintain properties exhibited by embryonic stem cells, such as the ability to differentiate (Woltjen 2009). Transposons have also been used to promote mutagenesis, which provides information about specific gene functions. Using this technique and the PiggyBac transposon, Balu et al. were able to analyze the Plasmodium falciparum genome (2009). This technique is incredibly useful in decoding unknown genomes.

The story of Barbara McClintock teaches a number of lessons to today’s biology students. It is not only important that students learn from her positive qualities, but also from her flaws. First and foremost, McClintock demonstrates what can be achieved by hard work. Students should also recognize the importance of trusting their own judgment before succumbing to the masses. McClintock embodied brilliance as well as impatience. This impatience often left her isolated and likely delayed recognition of her work. Finally, McClintock’s story demonstrates that mutual collaboration can be extremely beneficial to the formation of ideas. It is important to recognize the value of a few close friends, who will listen to you even when they have no idea what you are talking about.
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